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FOREWORD

This report sumarizee experimental work on auditory maskilg
and fatigue and the intelligibility of speech. The work was ini-
tiated under Contract AF 18(600)-131 between the Aero Medical Lab-
oratory, Wright Air Development Center and the Gentral Institute
for the Deaf. Major Horace Oz Parrack was the Projeci, Engineer
for the Aero Medical Laboratory under the authority of RDO R-695-63.
"Vibration, Sonic and Mechanical, Action on AF Personnel."

All of the experimental work has been carried out either by
or under the direct supervision of the Principal I=vestigator.
n4,temo urhet -n-nAn4v%n4-A A47%eet1v Jin tho &3_Lner:tmenta uepe ayaduate
Research Assistants: Elizabeth G. Reynolds, Wallace 1). Bowman, and

Am , . Moin mintenancef% an evti althpa*tIn-n of

apparatus was caried4 out by Dr. Robert W, Benson (Research Asso-
ciatei and Mr. IUles Detcmend: (Tee-noiian). Dr. Benson also
supervised the aralys!ia and measurement of acoustic stimuli.

In addition to the persons dizetly aociated with this
contract, othe-?s nave contributed to the planning and execution
of the experiments. We were particularly forttmate in having
avalbl the -ocd cuelof D - Ic chard I -verman and Dr.
Hallowell Davis of Central Anstit-atia-
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ABSTRACT

This report siumarizee research on auditory masking and
fatigue initiated under Contr&ct No. AF i8(60)-!31. Th main
results concern the threshold of intelligibility for spondaic
words as a function of the level of various bands of noise and
the intelligibility of several types of speech material an a
function of either the level of white noise or the amount of fre-
queney restriction in a noiseless system. The bibliography in-
cludes two published articles (1, 2) resulting from thls work
in which the detailed pc9dues and rosui. may be fou-d. A
final section describes further work on masking and fatigue that
was initiated under this oonJraet but was nampi.eto on the ter=
mination date.

PUBLICATION REVIEW

This report ha e v.ewed and i approved.

FOR THE CO0MMANDR:

,$TCICBCLLERUD
Colonel, USAF (MC)
Chief, Aero Medical Laboratory
Directorate of Research
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SECTION I

1INTROUMT'1N

Most of the experimentali work to be reported stamm id fr=m a
desire to specify mor'e precisely the id, of iampa-Irment auffCered
during -.. osure to loud noae These problems f all naturally into
two categories* TMe first hOLs to do with the eff eat of noise on
the audibility anAi Intelligibility of other sounds co-existing
with the noise, These problems center' around the phenomerion of
attd itor~y asdn and we hav,7 been concerned primarily with the
masking of ap-jech. The asoond set of problems has to do with tlzed
effects Of high-interjaity no.s on. the aud. tory system -- eithe,:r
temporar7 or permanent effeet:s - - after the noise has ceased;
here, auditory fatigue is ingolved.

The more suooessful e2werimental work has been chiefly in the
area of masking and other mit bers rela~teU t~o the intelligibility
of! speech. In these expeZ"iment-v an attempt was made to fill in
the gaps among results reported by provious iwurestigators with
WIG W11MW- tem iw fmiP h intellikibility of d:tffer~ent
kinds- of speech prediotable from 1mowledge of the ty-pe or trans-
missi-on system to be usetd and the acoustic enviroxment in which
it is used. irhe re~a1tri have-- 'bonpuisd in t-jane b Hirsh
and Bowman (2.) u~nd by Hirsh-# Reynn-lds and joseph (62).-

SECTICK~ U

COMIPLETED RESEARCH

Vaskips of Speech by 'Bands of' Noise:

When a sound is made less audible by a second sound or noise,
makp has occurred. In the ease of speech# masking oan be meas-

W6dinaM least two different ways. First, we can measure ths in-
crease in the intensilty of the speech necessitated by the noise or
r-asking bound.so that the speech will be just as intelligible an in
the quiet. The siMplest method for such a measurement invyolvs thle
shift in the threshold of intelligibility brought about by the noise
or masking sound. In the aecond procedure, the speech its held at
a given level while the deorea3e In Intelligiblity or articulation
score brought about byj the noise is measured.

1. Background

The first procedure war' used iia-a study by Hawkins and Stevens
(3) to Agaau&e -L-11-1h0l off-Intellizibility for continuous 4le-
wv=Tse as a furuetion of the in-tensity of a white noiea (constant
energy per c-ycle"up to 7000 OPA). In general, their results show
tiat when the speech level (peaks) is as little as 8 db below the
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overall level of the white noise, the gist of continuo-lm dia-course
is still understood by listeneizs.

On, the basis of such infor~mation alone, we earnot predict the
masking that would be effected by the variety of different noises
found tn the vicinity of military aircraft. It was decideds there-
fore, to use bands Of ru'Ise as mnasadIng sounds In order to meael-re
the different masking affects associatJd with various frequency
regions and to aid in predicting the amount and kind of masking
that would be brought about by different noises of known but com-
plex spectra.

Other investizators had employed bands of noise as masking
stimuli but none in connectir.n with the threshold of iuitelligibili-
ty (50-9 response). For example. Miller (4j) held the presentation
of lists of monosyllabic worda (PB-lists) at a fixed level and then
measured the articulation score as a function or the intemsity of
the noise for each of sepral banids of noise. Many of his bands
were so ineffective as maskcersa that the articul.ation score never
drq-pped-telow 5-07 and. therofoare one could notUPshow-11jw Ith sh
old signal-to-noise ratio varied as a function of frequey band
for mionosyle-bia- words- For white noise (20-4000 ope,), however,
Miller's data show that the threshold af IntelligLbility occurs
when the speech level is about 2 db hischer than the noise level.
The d4.ffor'encebet-ween tho -B6 d- signsal-to-noise ratio of Hawkins

wnA q ewee0)nd the +2 db Of Miller (Li0 may reflect the dif-
ference bewe ontinuous discourse and monosyllabic words.

In4 t-i fire-1- study, it was planned to measure the threshold
of Intelligibility for' relatively easy material as a function of
the level of bt-Un"s of noise. The basic measurement wa.s similar
to Utuat of Hawk ins and Stevens (3) while the band liuLts of the
noise were almost the same as those of Killer (i)

2. Experimental Procedure

Spondaic worda on phonograph records wer,3 employed ats speedn
material (CID Auditory Test W-2, see M.rsh ot al. 5). ElG-ven bands
of' noise, each equivalent to a pitah intervZ _oT 2-50 mols, and a
white noise (20-6600 eps) were usel! as nasldng atimAli. Tba 1-asic
datum repnorted was the threshold of intelligibility (50%-artioula-
tion scoreS) for spondaie words as afnto of6q th JAlofe

of these bands, from the quiet up to 120 db per bard. The details
of procedure and of the stimuli used are given in the report of
Hirsh and Bowman (1) .

3. General Results

When the apeoehb level and the noise levro.l are plott4ld oni abso-
lUte scales (i21 db relative to 0.0002 micrabar)v the resulting
m~askine function Is linear betweu 5;0 and 120 db~ noise level,, idi-
cating a signal-to-noise ratio of about -15 db -for the threshold
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cif1"rtelJ.igbiliVy of --pandees. Tiiis =eania that in the presence
of a broad-spectrum noise, the speech peaks corresponding to vowel
energy may be as low an 15 db below the overall noise level and
still yield a 50% score for' Opondaic words. This t4reshotlA S./V
ratis ftIn hout 7 db lower thar. that reported by_Hawkins and
Stevens (3); the difference is probably due tou T-LeQL1.6r-A1js
tween spondees and continuous discov.-La Case below)-.

An equivalent amount of energy squeezed 4"+ LitV one of the
bands 'aned is a less effectile, =asking sound than white noise.
The most affective bands lie, in the frequency rangeL 670-1900, cps.
The bands involving higher frequencies 7-eld sUigtl less+ maski=ng,
but'the lowest bands (204160 and 160-3941 OpB) are the least eftec-
tive. A typical threshold signal-to-noise ratio for the middle
frequency bands is about -2.5 db, while a ximilar value for the
highest and lowest bands is as low an -60'db. These rel .ations
hold generally whethax: the noise'level is given an level per bands

I~-per cyl &-or sennati on-1leVel1.-_ _______

The shapes of the functions thatrrelate the masked -threshold
to the level of masking noise are also of im~portamce. The masked
threshold Increases linearly with the level of white noise +or of
those middle-frequency bands that yield the most makidng. Bands
af noisae invn~1v4--~ frequencies above 1400 cps, however* all ahow
a slight positive acceleration which appears to remaln to the
highest level tested (120 db). This 'fact is -of extreme import-st"fte
so long as we must extrapolate the efetsoAasigtoee
higher (nntested) levels. Mhe two lowest bands alano show pos4tt-
accelo.ration, but these functions appear to inflect and show nega-
tive acceleration by-the-time the noise level-has,reached 120 db.

tapears, therefore, that the extrapfiaWe efetWfnos adabove 120 db wotud be relativl moke asvere for freauencles A eove
M-5aethn o frequencies below -is!2.as. &egonablsko -n

ii based on A l1ra untin
TWeen 40and :LUW 'z.

Noise ftreshold and the Critical Band:

ii, BaokV- ounld

A critical band is defined as a band of noise -that just masks
a pure tone and Whose width is such that the total energy in the
band Is equal to that of the pure tone being masked4 This cocept
has been most useful In predicting the masking of pure -tones b
noise with known spectra. The original. definitton an.d the earli.er

masur'ements of the criGaLLbaWnd width. -arund different fraquencies
have:-1-ien eslenti4lly opoborateii by Hawkin Aand Stevenh UT). An
Altai-mtva, definition. doelved lcr ii, ally If-bma a-pysiological inter-
pretoLtion of the critical bands would be thatL a 6ritical band of
noise, shauld have the Lstae absolute tbreshold as,'a pure tone in the
center of, the band. Tbin second definition was teoe In our own
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2e Zperimenntal roceodure

In order to be able to eive the levej of the noise bands used
in the study suftaized above in terms of sensation 16vel,, a pro-
liwoinay experimenit was designed t-I =zz---e -as-11- t-asod
Of~ theri1 bands and the white nolnse. The details of trooodurm ere
given in the Hirsh and Bowman pa-per ()

3e General Results

The original tbresholds were easuro-d In terms of h total
gounA -prAeg"r IOVOl in a FAivez -band. Tie width of -each band(i
db -10 log 10andwidth in cpa) was- oubtraoted from thene a-&-sinves-

to .vre thresholds in sound -- auze leve e yl.T hs
thres"holds wore added the critical- band widthe coresponding to- the
cantor frequencies, acardin to the measurements of Rwins and

Steen ().Th final r6sultri, that is.. the- tbreshold-for each-
bond in sound p% ,ssw,,o 1wel per oritical band, asiMed precisely with
the rain4lija audible pressures for 'are- tones, reported, In :tke classi-
cal papOr of.Sivian and White (6) fsoe Fige 2, Hirah and Boman,__1).
The-axep~ to-this- ameement occurs in the l and 20-i60.ops * Ina
fut-twe =tde It, is, lned to' 1e-metsuro this critical bandwidth
for low frequencies.

Maskigg of -MUerent §29sch Naeias

Thercr are many Inconsiste-iss ampng studies of the Intelligi-
bilit. of tpevah like the one, ref erred to above In. CoMeation with
the signal..to-noise -raio that describes the threshold _fitlI-

liz -awkns-and Stevens (3) report about -8 db for continu-out d1:so&urs69 Mil-ler (4) reportu about +2 db for:monozyllabiawords,, and Hirrah and Bownm (1) 7 r-por a_]._!;_--lo ~ - db
for spondees. All these pertain to very similar white masking
noise. Since it is almost Imossible to decide whether all or
only a~wtc these dlifferences In threshold are -due- to -the differ-
ences in speech materials, or to different talkers and liate.nera,
a studt. of the mnuking of different kinds of speech materials.,all
jspokvn by the sam talkers and- tedSted with t1w- same llstewers,was
olanned.

2. Ripe*r1m,ntal Procedure

18peoch materials were composed of four 200-item lists; each
oontaliuIng- so nowsense syllablepp5 nnoyloo u 1 p7 d!i

y11 Oi odi (25 dOf the spiondaloi2 o the trochai c ind 25 of
bbs~~ iab sP 1st. n) and 2~ word wi _mri; than two'sy-

able. Por takers repeseninga variet-, of.General Aeia
aseIch, recorded different versions of thes lists whibh were -thos
presented to Ircrw .fi*e1listeniers, in the quiet an n the
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presence of white noise at varions -4 sea e~vels,, In this st-d- --
threshold of intell.igibility was not MeaSUredL; Instead, the speech
was Presented at four' different levels in the presenae of each
noise level and the threehold of intelligibility was calculated
by interpolation on the function that relates articulation- scoo
for aoh typa of speech material to SIN ratio. The details are
given in the paper by Hirah. I'Lynolds and Joseph (2).

3. General. ResxL'ts

Figures iiL through 8 in the completed rsport of Hirsh, Raynolds

of syll1,ables and words as a function of the speech level in the
quiet and of the S/-X ratio at four different noise levels, 50r 70,
90, end 110,db above 0.0002 microba. In genieral,, these results
show that tfte most difficult material Otionsense syllables and mono-
syllabio words) reaches maximum intelligibility at a S/Ni ratio at

5d1b vhile the polysyllgkbic and dl.syl-lAbio words are- al-ready quite
intelligible'at SIN ratios of about -5 db. An additional figure
shown the threshold of intelligibilit-. (50% articulation acoare) for

thoe seec ii 1&isal as a funation of noise level. The threshold
S/N ratio varies from about -2 dh for nonsense syllables and mone-
syLlsbic words to -12 db for the most intelligible spondaio words.

Tes;e ratios hold essentially constant for all noise levels used
'-- t0 10db).

Althouah these-resultsa are reliable. it should be em-ohasized
that they hold only for these experimaentai canditionse A ti-
tical analysis by which- one .can reckon the influezee of dif fereat
talkers -and different listeners is reported in the paper (2). The
most im~portant restriction is that the data hold only for white
noize.

Effect of FiteripA on Different,Speech Materials:

1. Bac's-4-roumd

The results reported in tba preceding paragraph show that the
ff- at of nOlLis di10fterant !n~the A"1 14 S -L- 01 P 0 &-

apeach materilals. W6 wished, thereforei to, study the effects on
these same materials of another.kind of system imp,airmnent. Early
stidies at the Bell Telephone Liboratories (7) Bho4AA 4-he effect
of high-pss and low-pass filtering on t14ha intelligibility of non-
sense syllables. Very significant the ore tical work, culminating in
the conoept or articulation in-dar Frort-'k -- WW Lai-- (8) hasa
been based. largely on those stidies. Fraendh and StainblOz $.F5po:

bae alateated frocm the phYsical characteristics of, -a transmission
system. Then -tLis quantity WasLrelated to measured syllable artic-
ulation-, -:the end result, being. the possibility of predicting s7,llaible
articUlation from tho physical Characterlstice fAlone_
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The tw &aiacteristis needed for NoalAm6dation of the urtiou-
lation index Wr'e thie r'esponse-frequeney ah-aracteristit- -01 the -W-Mns-
Mission sa-Gtam and the speatria level of the noise. In± brief, the
artioulati on -index in eontributped 40- equa-11- by ztutm w-j 20 frequenoy
bands, and onie calculates the S/W ratio In each Of these bands to
rind t1he articulation index. Since we alread:7 had data on the mask-
ing of different sy-eech m~ate:-eala (1, 3,_P14), we no0w w.1-hed. to use
the seame materials under filterlng too no-t aru nite~O~ot 10-AW 0-0A-a
relations among the intoUlgibilitiss of these different speech
materi4als would remain under various kinds of s7stem Impairment.Q

2. Experimental Procedure

The same8 epeech viaterials were used as in the preaedirag study.
No noise was used. Iatea~d, tho speech was passed through systems
in whia'h anl olo the frequencies above or below a certain cutoff
frequency were eliminated., The autoff frequencies were In octave
elation to 200 opsa up to 6ijL00 apso* The frequencies were chosen

in such a way tha-t even 14he'eaziest material yielded vavy Low
e*res at thz worst coriditiona and--even the most- difficult--inateriAI

yielded fairly high sco~res at the best conditions. Again,, the de-
telis -.- procedure may be found in the conplated. report of Hirsho
RW.Aolds and Jonoph (2).

3. General Results

In genarea, the order 00.1 'A. nv- Iligibility among the different
speech materials aIs the sam under filtering as under masking, with
mams exantion: the spondess are the most Intelligible --ader msig
with polysyllables and the other two types of d1syf1lables less in-
telligible,, but under filtering, the polynyllables are the zost
intelligible while ell tChe disyllables stay qWite close together
in intelligibility.

sine the noraene-7llable articulation for different filter
.settings and different SIX. ratios as a reference, we !.Ave compared
the intelligib-1L.Lties of the other materialso In general, a given
syllable sakore, does not yield the nam word score under filtering
an 4t Ag= 'IRVA,V TnkMrI~ACP *IhA AjfAA"AAMe A". -smalles for- th
monosyllabic words and ,4meateat foir the easier, longer words. In
olther words,, even If the articulation Index were found to Wiedict
urnvocalljr artzle,m 78LkL&jmI under a Tar a of cnditi onz,
thes syllable scores would not univooall.y predla.t the eoone for
other W, of speech w-Ateri al utmder the as conditions.

In for the validation of tbe articulatlon Index itself in thin
study, we find tbAt syllable scores are predicted very well from

suc caloulatIon whent the SIN ratio is high, thiat is, whon the
Boorra~ -:11 being. affected mostly by, restriating the frequency bard,,
Pno-an a~ ratios are low and, therefore, prizaril;' responsible :tor
decreasing tUe Intelligibility or the speech, the articulation in-
dex does not predict well. We. believe tbis laak of prediction to
be based on an as yet unspecified relation between the index &a
the SIN ratio in anfy given band.
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SWIUM TII

ThO following 8tudiles ware initiated under, this oontra"t but
have not ioro"ased4~~P ialyt ut -__

porting of detailed results.

MaskiRr. of' Cliaks bZ Nise:

1. Background

OnO of the interesting results reported by Mtrsh and Bowman (1)
iu 0on=e0tion with the Shift of the thrcshold of intelligibility due
to increasing levels Of RADkIng noise was that the function relating
t-6-='116%d twA nose level wasn sigpoid in shape when the wasking ljoise
contained only frequencies belowILGO C;.na ellves bea strik-ing resemblance to-certain ourvee r ! theii classical Lat.udy of Wggel
and L&anG (9) on the rnasidrag of torLes by tones, particularly those
that sh~ow the making of a pure tone by another pure tone of lower
z*rreoY. Both of these resemble the somewhat stangor masking
functions that show the maskingi of __-ief !k0ous tic clicks or trans-
lents by w.Jm.as reported by ;!1 Rox-enblith and Ward 10).&

.9 A.% -'f W±LLJ Lk_-iP&Per &"wa amn.9 o increaise with noise
law0---Over ite initial range of intensities, then to remain constant
or rise only slightly over tha next rangs of intansitles an-1 aly
tO P2196u RZeeP17 with noise 31ve A a-_ the hIghaset range. it wa
suggested~ hat such a function, w_1gh* have something to do with the
reLation between the spectra or frequencies of' thii maskd and maskingso,--33. -or =r- -. f rW" cu'vVii-L chaag.1.to -IUGarlW fr xalople, whe'. both the noise and the clicks were paussed through the
sam filter. Similarly, in the Hirsh &n~d iomffn study (1)9 curvi12-
inarity resulted when the masked sound (ap-eeiMby 4"_-QimA^ vnnv* 1PT&A-
VOeWie8a than the mask1mg sound (low-frequency bands of noise).

2. Experimental Procedure

IV. order to sPecify- more prenisely the relations of the spectra
of the -"&asked and imasking sounds to the shape of the masking func-
tion, An ext-ension of tho study Of Hirsho Romenblith and Ward (10)
we-s planned. Acoustic *lioks were generated by passing tA-e output
of a pulse generator to an earphone,,, The electrical si&Uas wert,
rectALngular pulses of variable durotion and a fixed repetition
rate of 2 pulses per second. 'We Udi not atztempt to M1Lr_pula&te the
spectrus of the clicka by filtering, but rather only by v&rylng the
duration. The assump)tion wasn that the shorter the ci~the more

epais would be placed on high frocrasm-,esm This is highly 0-,,r-
simplified, however, because the earphone itself modifies a rectang-
ular puls considerably. The sPectr=m Of the noise was 16oatrOlled
simp~ly bjr Varying the upper cutoff frequency or an electronia low-
pass filter.
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3.' General Rasultz

The cirzves of Hirsh, Rusenblith and Ward (i0) were rezroduced
when brief clicks were masked by noioe containing only frequencies
up to 6000 or 7000 ops. A iinwar function was obtained, however,
vfhen noiae frequencies were allowed to extend to 20,000 cps. MLe
Wreca^lk# vic && Vil-ne-rl anid 1inaritv appeara as the speectrum
of the noise begins to include frequencies above 7000 cps.

Further study is required to determine whether this frequency
region depends entirely on the duration of the click (and thus,
by inference, on its spectrum) or whether it depends more on the
-- ............ r e ena lharaeteristic of the earph1one. With such
dependencles eithe. made fast or eliminated, the role of tne ear
itself mav then be ascertained. It is tnticipated that the harmonic
distortion introduced by ';he middle ea rehar. will figure large
in determining tZhe shape of the ms=4in.g fumction.

Recovery from Shorzt-TermAudt1oa atiue:

3. Background

-n. of thle outstanding rao a in Uns ~ ~ teorr
or p *rxnAirL auditorvr after-affects from ac-unttle stimulation is

hli,g variability. a a Indi,a1s4 :En av- 1ttampt to bring rom
order out of the observed chaos, we wished to ret up an experiment
in which precisely controlled stimulating conditions might yield
a few sets of observations that could be called general.

2. Experimental -Frocedure

Preliminary investigations involved stimulation by noise or by
bands of noise for periods of time ranging from a few seconds to
several minutes, wiile holding the stimulating intensity at either
100 db or 120 db re 0.0002 rcrobar. An instrument was constructed
in our shop that permitted 1;he study of a continuous threshold re-
oovery function for a single pure tone or band of noise. Basically.
this instrument is az adaptation of principles laid down in the des-
cription of a new audiometer by Bekisy (11) and modified speifi-
eally for this purpose by Elvsh and Ward ( 2)'

3. General Results

No general oboervations can be reported at this time. Indivi-
dual variability and the VarLabity in the -Zmme Individual from time
to -time rovans large and of enough significance to obscure general
relations.,

Certain specific problems, however, have been suggested by tne
data collected so far. For ex=mpLVe, it is not certain that the
emount of fatigue at a given time after exposure is monotonically
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related to the !ratie'n or the intensity of exp,osure. appstrs
Possible that there are cer-tain critical durations and/eor intensi-
ties above which thm~ fatigue may be less.

Zhis study .la to~ be oontinued and it is planned to change the
AT'~~~~IAi'9i. AAA-i ~ ~ '..l ~ - - '~- of var &ao r

revealed. nL If t a sin lt f 4L f e_Ith that~ ordvr ma be brought to
empirical observP_ions,, we aswume that these* inconclusive results
are not isimply _V_e result of e~ phenomenon tbLat cannot be studied;
rather ww believe that we have not yet discovered the 7,,;.-roprIate
motb~od of. study.

Masitig Bpseatrm, for. Bands of Nzs

This study was disconra a most an riou .a !A was stax-ted
because of our interesat in and subsequent C-10"p -'ac -1-: the
masking eoffeets of these bands_of noise_on ec.It Is p14d
to-use our Bdkisy audiomnetert in obtaining precise mnasking spectra
for different bands of noise, and to give special attention to
the shift in the masking spectrim as a function of the level of
the noinse band.

At the begin-iing of the proeant-Ennt.a -t periodp some aeffPor I.
was expend.ed in determiming the poasibility of utilizing speech
power radiated from the ear canal. This was a follow-up of certain
observations made uinder a Previou3i contract; by.Hirshi and Benson (13)
Dr. Benson measured not only the, power but also the speotral distri-
buti on of this power and found, on one observer_, that much of the
high-frequency energy was absent. He has concluded, tterefore, that
iSpite of certain advantages, such an the'remoteness of theea

canal from oxygen valves; this souauce of Speech power is not surnior
to speeoh picked up,in front-of the lips. It:may be possible- that
uhder- extremely adverse conditions SuchLas-!high noise or high alti-1
tude, t;he ear-canal source may-prove more satisfactory than the
usual source,. but: this Should be, determined, In a laboratory,'wh*re
high-altitude char-bers and'/or real noi.se sources are aalbe

SE~CTION IV

CO USON AND JMM- R

C ompleted Work:

Although variability among diffeorent talkers rmy 'Latouee
orrors it has been. determined- that the 1heso. ellgiblit
(the level at which 50% of the wor~ds in a list are recognized), bears
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S, 1IDe2- relation to the level ef z-- broatd-spectrum noists. The
signal-to-noise ratio may be an low as -31,1 db tCor very easy words
4-f a highly cantort"a1ze d.9 *Iindtad vocabulary and dooe, not spwear
tec axased f-r. db_evon"fo0r diffIcult material like nonzi7,-3, syllables.

When bonds af se- Lv-i --liffere"t &&o~cy,gtol
employed to mank easy.words (spendees), it per Isrq~ece
at or near 1000 ccF % t4--0-900 cps) are- the moot eff catire.

When the in~2i~ikiyof differen~t Uinds off speech Is
studied in relation to the cutoff freqnisney of? bler"n-pass'and 'low-
Pass filtara, it appears that frequencies b6tween 1000 and 2000 cps
are critical. Thaa- observationis crudely corroborate those in the
veva,- -F-rSrG&L ftere io evidence from thiese studies that
easier words are more dependent on lower frequencies than difficult
words. Rasier words are easier and therefore require only a limited
frequancy band of tranismiss ion a compPred to that required for NoPe
difficult words. Ts most important frequencies are the maze in

it avvears that tho O WO-7,- irtigibility from
the physical1 cbaracteristics of' a ~ ''rappro-

to-nLseratios. TLhe oredin~tion of intalliribility frar. the char-
acteristics of r3ry noisy systeme. will be possible_only af ter- fur-
ther' woic. __

-- Phe concept of t Ihe Ii -6al band I -nn mVt - makAg. having.
alroady-beon vald&atod in terms of maskiLngp also seome to'hold
when dolined In term of the% absolute threshold for the bamnd. The
exception at low frequoeces wArrants fither study.we

AMUlcations for~ thet AU-290 a a
W44~ -1 i VN1~~aw4 i~,u~.,,a~,1i414toa! aircraft. it IS

saren Phttenielvl ode ilot, Wwaund crew personnel,
and air-traffic control persannel will be exposed will i4nareacco We
'day reaCh a point where the-denigners of conmunications equaipment
can iu longer meet present Air Force spe cifications -under actdal
operation In noise.- The results of our experiments on Maging 87_!_-
goat th-ati whnlefs militar'y aircraft seiiainreire listeners
to recognize isol&ted, Items as dUtZioult, as nonsense syllables or
monosyllabic words, tl%.se ape cifications; might. be re-examined withtheonssible, view to making thm Las strngeit, requirn,
ample, a certain artauA.t of intelligibility for two-syllable os
ratbar than tho -,,eaent 8_5% intelligibility for manosyllabic words.

The results of the experiments on the effect of filtering on
the Intelligibility of speech Indicate that the potential intelL-
gibility to be- realimsd from a given communicatio-M mys tern cannot
be predieted preeisel'y from its pbysical, characteristics. it in
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reeov-e-dedp thero e, t-t the aceepta ato -r rojection of mil-
tary communications equipment continue to depend in p&rt on irormal
artidulation tests.

In the event that higher noise levele or a crowded radio-
frequency spectrum necessitate limiting the bandwidth in a given
communicatioa system, our results support the conclusion that fre-
quenCies below approxi tey 500 ape or above approximately 4000 cps
may be eliminated without, any asppreiable detrimental e'fect t, in-

uhat the dectability, as distinguished from -the intaligbility.
of speech will be enhanced by frequencies below-500 Ops since the
bulk of the acoustic power in speech lies in this low-frequeney
range. On the other hand. if a certain fixed acoustic power is
available it would be better to expend the energy between %00 and
400 cp- than to redistrtlute it so as to include Ia wider frequency

Future Work:

Pcm~ the resaults swu-aizd ahava. ceptwin nv%dhI^m&Preen
themzzlves ium&diatol. P t. the aritiaal bandwIdth must be
measured at low frequencies with a view to oneotrcing extant data.

ecnd wxgnertCt lrg ab out thc -dcto fite&blt
from phy2laal oahactor...t.... the equival6nue of making a band
of speech frequencies to elizinating that band throAgh f-1teri=
must be ascertained. Third, and following directly from the second,

emumv. m-ae the pattarn of masking or th- masking spectrum set
ubygiven bands of noaoI . .'aam - awol %alo pareD..L~ 'J~ J

tones., in this case a threshold-measured as a continuous function
cf frequency. Thase th-Lee problema are among those proposed for
study under a new AIr Force contract.
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